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Carefoot Plc has been working with Constructionline since January
2012 to source pre-qualified construction firms and to improve its
procurement practices, which has not only had a positive influence
on the company’s own business performance, but has also helped
local suppliers.
Part of the service Constructionline provided to Carefoot was helping the business
meet its own corporate social responsibility agenda by building successful and
effective relationships with its supply chain and investing in the local community.
Carefoot worked with Constructionline to manage its supply chain effectively and to
source pre-qualified small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in the areas where it
works. In doing this, Carefoot has successfully increased the amount it reinvests into
local economies, with at times up to 90 per cent of a project’s value being reinvested
into the local area.
Carefoot Plc specialises in construction, bulk tipping haulage and residential
properties to let, servicing contracts throughout the North West of England. Joe
Moxham, Senior Business Development Manager at Carefoot Plc commented: “Along
with reducing the bureaucracy involved in the pre-qualification process, one of our
main priorities is supporting the local economies of the areas in which we work.
Constructionline helps us to meet this objective easily, as it provides a readymade
list of pre-qualified suppliers who we can search for by postcode relevance. This has
proved invaluable. We also regularly attend Constructionline’s ‘Meet the Buyer’ events
as these give us another chance to meet local sub-contractors and to discuss work
opportunities in their local area.

Telephone number:
01772 783 711
Website:
www.carefootplc.com

“Adopting Constructionline
has helped rationalise
our supply chain and
has removed the hassle
of assessing PQQs. This
is not only saving us
immeasurable amounts
of time and money, it also
saves construction firms
unnecessary costs as they
don’t need to fill out a PQQ
when applying for work with
us.”
Joe Moxham
Senior Business Development Manager
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“For two of our projects with Lancashire County Council, at Bowerham Primary School
(£2.7 million), and in Chorley Bankside (£1.2 million), we sourced Lancashire suppliers
through Constructionline. For both of these projects, an estimated 90 per cent of the
total project value was reinvested back into the local area, accounting for, in this case,
£3.5 million.
“Before working with Constructionline, we used to manage our supply chain internally
and would send out our own pre-qualification questionnaire (PQQ) to potential
suppliers and try to keep up-to-date on all of our suppliers’ information. But, with
over 3,000 suppliers on our database this was extremely time consuming and an
administrative nightmare. Adopting Constructionline has helped rationalise our
supply chain and has removed the hassle of assessing PQQs. This is not only saving
us immeasurable amounts of time and money, which we can reinvest into our own
business, it is also saving construction firms unnecessary costs as they don’t need
to fill out a PQQ when applying to work with us. Using Constructionline’s central
database has reduced the number of companies we keep on record from 3,000 to 800,
which is more streamlined and far easier to manage.”
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